
WHAT DOES THE FOX SAY? 
No, Seriously… I need to know. 
For like school and stuff.

Task One 
Given recent events many people are 
wondering, “Just what does the Fox say?”. Of 
course, these people need answers to this and 
a plethora of other questions. 

In task one you must create a computer 
program that takes as an input the name of an 
animal and returns the sound it makes (as in 
the epic song). So, when I start the program it 
asks me 

Ask me, what does the ______ say?!

>!

The user then types in a response and presses 
return, if it is one of the expected animals then 
an answer is displayed. i.e. 

> Dog!

Dog goes Woof!

and the program ends. If the user types in an 
animal that we have not accounted for then it 
should show the following error: 

> Giraffe!

I haven’t a clue what a Giraffe says.!

and then end.

a) Design a flow chart for this program 
Using the correct symbols. 

b) Build the program in a programming 
language of your choice 
It should compile with no errors on a separate 
machine, no dependencies on 3rd party APIs. 
Screenshot the code. 

c) Test that that program works to the 
specifications above 
Construct test criteria that check for valid, 
invalid input; making sure to explain what 
should happen and evidence the results



Task Two 
Extend your program so that it loops back 
and asks for more input after it has given its 
output message. i.e. 

> Giraffe!

I haven’t a clue what a Giraffe says.!

Ask me, what does the ______ say?!

>!

Ensure that the program exits if the user 
types ‘exit’ as their response. i.e. 

Ask me, what does the ______ say?!

> exit

a) Update your flow chart for the 
extended program 
Make sure to keep the original as evidence 
for task 1 

b) Build the program in a programming 
language of your choice 
It should compile with no errors on a 
separate machine, no dependencies on 3rd 
party APIs. Screenshot the code. 

c) Test that that program works to the 
No need to create a full testing table for this 
one, just some print screen evidence of 
similar output to what is here will do

Task Three 
Change the code so that if a user enters the 
word ‘fox’ as their input, the program 
randomly chooses on of the noised a fox 
would make and outputs it onto the screen. 
i.e. 

> Fox!

Ring-ding-ding-ding-ding-
gingeringeding!!

Hint: Use the materials provided to create 
your own array that can store the noises a fox 
makes.

a) Design a flow chart for this program 
Using the correct symbols. 

b) Build the program in a programming 
language of your choice 
It should compile with no errors on a 
separate machine, no dependencies on 3rd 
party APIs. Screenshot the code. 

c) Test that that program works to the 
specifications above 
Construct test criteria that check for valid, 
invalid input; making sure to explain what 
should happen and evidence the results

Task Four 
Change your program so that it always 
outputs the choices and 
responses to a text file, like so 

Dog: Woof!

Giraffe: No idea!

Fox: Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho!!

It is up to you what the text file is 
called and where it is saved, but 
each question by the user needs 
to append to the text file.

a) Build the changes into the program 
It should compile with no errors on a 

separate machine, no 
dependencies on 3rd party 
APIs. 

b) Test that that program 
works 

A screenshot of the code and 
the completed text file will suffice 
for this

Evidence Required

Evidence Required

Evidence Required



Task Five 
The final task is to enable the user to specify 
what an animal sounds like if we have not 
already programmed it, for instance, it should 
work like this: 

Ask me, what does the ______ say?!

> Giraffe!

I don’t know, what does the Giraffe 
say?!

> Chawow!

Giraffe goes Chawow!

The clever part is how you are going to store 
this so that if a user asks again what a Giraffe 
sounds like, the program can respond with the 
correct answer. 

Hint: Keep an empty array might be wasteful, 
but it does mean you can re-use the code 
you’ve written to search through the animals 
you’ve already stored!

a) Design a flow chart for this program 
Using the correct symbols. 

b) Build the program in a programming 
language of your choice 
It should compile with no errors on a separate 
machine, no dependencies on 3rd party APIs. 
Evidence this through screenshots. 

c) Test that that program works to the 
specifications above 
Construct test criteria that check for valid, 
invalid input; making sure to explain what 
should happen and evidence the results

Dog goes woof 
Cat goes meow 
Bird goes tweet 
and mouse goes squeek 
Cow goes moo 
Frog goes croak 
and the elephant goes toot 
Ducks say quack 
and fish go blub 
and the seal goes ow ow ow ow ow  
Horse communicates by Mo-o-o-orse

Appendix 1: Animal Sounds from ‘The Fox’

What does the fox say? 

Ring-ding-ding-ding-dingeringeding! 
Gering-ding-ding-ding-dingeringeding! 
Wa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pa-pow!  
Hatee-hatee-hatee-ho! 
Joff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-tchoff! 
Tchoff-tchoff-tchoffo-tchoffo-tchoff! 
Chacha-chacha-chacha-chow! 
Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kow! 
A-hee-ahee ha-hee! 
A-oo-oo-oo-ooo! 
Woo-oo-oo-ooo! 
Wa-wa-way-do Wub-wid-
bid-dum-way-do Wa-wa-
way-do 
Bay-budabud-dum-bam 
Mama-dum-day-do 
Abay-ba-da bum-bum bay-do 

Appendix 2: Fox Sounds from ‘The Fox’

Watch ‘The Fox’ by Ylvis for inspiration at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jofNR_WkoCE 

It’s very important that you listen to this on 
loop. Very important. It wont affect your grade 
but dude! You’ll be missing out.

Appendix 3: Watch ‘The Fox’


